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Welcome to the Indigenous Child Welfare 

Research Network training 
(ICWRN) 

www.uvic.ca/icwr 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Welcome to the ICWRN 
Research Training 

 
Day 1: Research as Stories 
Day 2: Research in Action 

 



PLEASE KEEP CELL PHONES ON VIBRATE 
DURING THE TRAINING 



 
Day One <Research as Stories= 

 
 

9:00      Prayer and welcome       
   

9:15      Introductions: training agenda, 
       ICWR Network and team 
 
9:30     Group introductions and bingo 
 
10:30  ICWRN history and vision 

  
10:45  NUTRITION BREAK 
 
11:00  Elder teachings 
 
12:00     LUNCH 

   
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
  ICWRN history and vision 
 Relearn; Renew; Retell 
 Diverse Identities and places 
 Our website 
 Our initiatives 

 



  
•  To highlight what;s working within Indigenous child welfare 

research and practice.  
•  To provide access to resources, people and project that will 

enrich the lives of Indigenous children and families.  
•  To re-claim re-search to provide a space to re-story child rearing 

practices and to re-generate traditional teachings for the next 
seven generations.  

•  To celebrate the strengths of our families and communities.  
 

 
  

Goals 
 



 
To highlight and honour 
research and practices 

that !
are enriching the lives of 

Indigenous children  !
 !

 October 2009  
Held at Harbour Towers, 

Victoria BC 
 
 

 
  
 

   
  
 
 

  

 
  

Provincial 
Conference  

“Gathering and 
Sharing Wisdom” 

Plan to host an 
International 
Conference 
In Victoria 

 
2012 



This design is called, Protection. In the 
designs themselves I have used human 
hands to symbolize the helping hand of 
the organization. The hands and arms 
wrap around the ravens (symbolizing 
children) to portray the protection that 
will be provided by the organization. I 
chose ravens to represent the children 
because in Salish mythology ravens 
are symbols of changes in life and 
transformation, which I thought would 
be a perfect representation for what the 
Indigenous Child Welfare Research 
Project does. 



 
 
 

OUR STORIES AS RESEARCH:  
WEAVING TOGETHER TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE, VALUES, 

AND PRACTICES 
 
 
 
 



RESEARCH PROTOCOLS 
BASKET WEAVING: CREATING RESPECTFUL AND SUSTAINABLE 
RELATIONSHIPS 

13-10-30 

10 

Fish Soup for the Indigenous Researcher 



 
<Grease=  

Nuxalk Nation  
Ooligan Oil 1964 

  What was the most 
important teaching 
that stood out for you? 

  What is important for 
an oolichan crew to be 
successful?  
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How can these 
teachings strengthen 
our spirits in the: 

Court room? 
 
Child Welfare? 
 
Health Care 
 
Education? 

 

13-10-30 Fish Soup for the Indigenous Researcher 
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What is important in: 
-  Traditional 

Adoption? 
-  Potlaching? 
-  Creation Stories? 
-  Rites of Passage 
-  Traditional Family 

Roles? 



http://www.fourdirectionsteachings.com/ 





 
 

Day One <Research as Stories  
 
  1:00 Welcome back: quick energizer  
  1:15 History of research: 

Eurowestern perspective                                                                             
Discussion café 

  2:00  Examples of Indigenous 
research 

  2:45  Discussion café and 
debrief  

  3:45  Wrap up 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Why Re-Story and Re-Claim  

Research?  
 



 
 

<Research= Stories have Many Faces 
and Many Histories  



 
 

Horror Flicks 



 
 

85% of the world population was colonized by European powers 
(Said, 1979). Colonization entailed the destruction of 

Indigenous communities and economies, knowledge bases, the 
transmission of knowledge over time, spiritual beliefs, and 
political forms of self-governance. European educational 

systems, European languages, and European forms of social, 
political and economic systems were imposed instead.  

 
(Jiwani, 1997, p. 5). 

 



 
 

The word itself, :research,; is probably one of the dirtiest words in 
the indigenous world;s vocabulary. The ways in which research 

is implicated in the worst excesses of colonialism remains a 
powerful remembered history for many of the world;s colonized 

peoples (Smith, 1999, p. 1). 



 
 

Foreign Films 



 
 
 
 

<Young men, you;ve  now reached the age when it is essential you know the 
rites and rituals, the customs and taboos of our island. Rather than go into 

them in detail, however, I;m simply going to present each of you with a copy 
of this excellent book by Margaret Mead=. 

 
 



DISCUSSION CAFE 

 
What comes up for you when you think 

about the word <research=? 
 
Can you think of examples of research  

worked and did not, and why? 
 
 
 



 
 

Co-produced Films 
Partnership-based research 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous partners 
Blended methods and approaches 



 

 Someone;s mother, sister or 
daughter: Street sex workers and 
their families 



 
 

I think my community overall is trying to look after the health 
and wellbeing of our community. The community is really open 
to any kind of prevention with our people, and they’re trying to 
raise a healthy community. 

 (research participant) 

 
 
 

ABORIGINAL ADOLESCENT GIRLS AND SMOKING: 
A QUALITATIVE STUDY 

 

 
 

Report of Key Findings 

 
 
 
 



 
 

Straight-to-DVD films 
Good intentions, few results 

RCAP, Hughes report, lengthy program 
evaluations, etc.   



 
 

Action Flicks 
 

Putting stories into action 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

A Community-Based Model for Urban 
Aboriginal Adoptions 

THE NONG SILA URBAN ADOPTIONS PROJECT 
 



NONG SILA 
URBAN ADOPTIONS COUNCIL 

  
 

  
 This is our model of governance; it is about us caring for our kids like we have since 
time immemorial. They tried it their way and it doesn;t work. Let;s try it with our 
traditions and our spiritual teachings.– Elder 



 
 

Native Documentaries 
Using research to document teachings, 

stories, protocols and ethics  



 
Cathy Richardson 
Kianewesquao 
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CREE, DENE, GWICHIN 
ANCESTRY 
RED RIVER METIS 
FORT CHIPEWYAN 
FUR TRADING FAMILY 
HUDSON’S BAY CO. 
 
 



 
HOW DID METIS PEOPLE KEEP THEIR CULTURE 
AND STORIES ALIVE WHEN THEY HAD TO GO 
UNDERGROUND  
  
How did Metis people keep their culture and stories alive when 

they had to go underground to escape racism?  (Metis 
methodology) 

 
-How do response-based therapeutic conversations help people/

Indigenous women recover from violence? ( Language analysis) 
 
-How do child protection workers respond to cases of male 

violence against mothers in order to create safety for children 
and mothers?  (Interviews & analysis) 



HOW DOES RESEARCH BENEFIT OUR CHILDREN?  WHAT GOOD 
DOES IT DO?   
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RESEARCH, RESPECT & DIGNITY 

35 

How is human dignity upheld in research? 



Signs of dignity  



ACKNOWLEDGING CULTURAL 
PERSPECTIVES  

  Safety or Risk – Who gets to decide? 
37 
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Investigative Journalism 
Bringing issues to light  

Policy change 



It wasn t supposed to be like this! 
  

 
         

               
              

                  
                
           

It s just the way it is. 

No Space 

Juggling Demands 

Fear of 
<system= Custody 

Issues 

Protecting, Watching, Worrying 

Hopes, Dreams, Joys 

Keeping 
Children In 
Community 

Teachings 

Defining 
Family 



 
 

Children;s Films  
Engaging children and youth  

in positive research  



 
 

Art Films  
Using diverse methods (songs, carving, 

stories, masks, photography, theatre, 
etc.) 
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Research is knowledge we hold in 
ourselves, our families and in our 

communities.  
Our traditional teachings and stories are 

Our Way of Life and Laws 

13-10-30 

44 

Fish Soup for the Indigenous 
Researcher 



DISCUSSION CAFE 

Do you have examples of good Indigenous 
research?  

What makes good Indigenous research? 


